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ABSTRACT
Contemporary socio-economic reality is like a robbery, where the wealthy people have all the
money, and the workers live from hand to mouth. These systematic inequalities are
happening through capitalist consumerism and creating a growing economic contrast
globally. Rather than considering imitative freedom promoted by the mainstream media that
drives us to power, greed, or ego-centric mentality, I believe human rights can direct us to
real freedom. In current society, basic rights are being taken away from many, while a great
number of us are trapped in our utopian reality without recognizing the truth. We are
stimulated by our socio-economic status; without questioning it. These defective conditions
are aware of the errors in the system but do not certainly clarify the reasons behind them.
From our collective experience, we understand that a larger population around us and the
world is suffering, and the reasons are merely economics, besides any other factor. From
there we can connect the web that takes us to power and politics. In the current global
economy, we see an extreme division, where 80% of the wealth is reserved by a small circle
of people. Through my work, I am confronting this situation to address that. Our focus on this
contemporary crisis is too narrow; where I am exploring the consequences of these issues to
gain a new perspective on our shared situation.
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CHAPTER 1
INEQUALITY AND INDUSTRY

Inequality of wealth is a significant problem today, as the economy becomes like a
silent war of the rich against the poor. Capitalism developed historically out of previous
systems of feudalism and mercantilism in Europe, and dramatically expanded
industrialization and the large-scale availability of mass-market consumer goods. The history
of capitalism is diverse. First, it started with agrarian capitalism, then it is extended by
merchant capitalism and industrial capitalism. In the twenty-first century, the trends of the
free market and globalization make capitalism even more powerful than in any other previous
period.
Capitalism’s rule of scarcity over the last one hundred years has created more massive
and more colossal productive forces than have all preceding generations together. In modernday capitalism, production is inseparable from destruction since, as Ulrich Beck suggests,
terror emerges from the productive parts of society (quoted in Lazzarato 151). As sociologist
Maurizio Lazzarato writes, “agricultural production poisons us at the same time it provides us
with food, cognitive capitalism destroys the public education system at every level, cultural
capitalism produces historically unprecedented conformism, and the image society kills
imagination, and so on” (152).
As Lazzarato continues, “industry multiplies the production of consumer goods while
at the same time multiplying water, air, and soil pollution and degrading the climate. (15152). Because of the overuse of underground water sources, some people cannot get water for
their life. I know some areas of India where people walk miles for water because their only
local source of underground water is taken by the Coca-Cola manufacturing company. They
cannot get water, but they can get Coca-Cola, which is plentiful and inexpensive, but this
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creates health problems like diabetes. Then I read about people in northern Mexico who
experience the same problems (Lopez). Capitalism is global and does many of the same
things in different places.

Figure 1. Consumerism and Depression (2021). Clay, paper, wax, hand-carved sponge,
coins, mirrors.

These realities of the capitalist provoked me to create work like Consumerism and
Depression (Figure 1) and Capitalism and Glowing Anger (Figure 2). I drew inspiration for
those artworks from Andy Warhol. In Consumerism and Depression, the use of mirrors is
with an intention of self-reflection, where, more than just a collection of objects to look at,
the viewer becomes not only implicated in the situation but also becomes part of the artwork,
as the work in total becomes a performance. I use sponges to make human figures, who
resemble the idea of absorbing the surrounding happiness and depression, and stress of their
situation. I arrange the mirrors in a triangle shape, so the Coke bottle reflects on the mirror
multiple times, and tries to make the five percent of 360 degrees to symbolize how a limited
percentage of people accrue the majority of the wealth.
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Figure 2. Capitalism and Glowing Anger (2020). Clay, paper, wire, thread, glass, handsculpted wax candles.

Capitalism and Glowing Anger (Figure 2) show a combination of lightness and
heaviness, as paper lanterns are suspended from a tree, but are weighed down by glass and
wax figures. The figures take shelter under their umbrella, but the flame that consumes them
threatens to catch the paper on fire and highlights the precocity of their situation.
In a capitalist society “everyone is a shareholder. Everyone an owner, everyone an
entrepreneur” (Lazzarato 9). This dissolves shared community as everything is isolated,
nothing is permanent, and everything is made to be (or appear) temporary. There is no faith in
anything, which creates depression. Which is pushing the millennials to more mental health
problems. Similar to other problems in society, mental health issues are privatized, where any
question of social systemic causation is ruled out as if depression is caused only by chemical
imbalances in the individuals' neurology or by family background (Fisher 21-22). Mental
health becomes another product to be consumed and purchased by those who can afford it.
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Figure 3. Consumerism (2021). Mirrors, resin, coins.

In Consumerism (Figure 3), which was inspired in part by Yayoi Kusama, I arrange
the mirrors in a triangle shape so the pill with coins reflects on the mirror multiple times and
tries to make the five percent of 360 degrees to symbolize the economic disparities between
rich and poor. I technically varied the size of these mirrors from large to small in a triangle
shape so viewers can see the inside of each of the mirrors.
Consumerism shows how the cost and quality of the U.S. healthcare system are one
of the most frustrating day-to-day issues faced by common Americans. Commonly, costs are
far higher for the same medication or procedure in the U.S. than in comparable countries.
Some factors that may lead to high U.S. healthcare costs are hospital consolidation, lack of a
national healthcare system, and inadequate industry regulation. The artwork depicts this
through the reflections of resin sculptures of prescription pills, which contain coins as a
stand-in for the pharmaceutical industry’s focus on profit.
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Figure 4. Touching Culture Every Day (2021), Cotton, thread, clay, pins.

The individual as isolated and unified also plays out in Touching Culture Every Day
(Figure 4), which combines hand-crafted clay bells and chimes with voodoo doll-like figures
made of white cotton cloth, red cloth, and black thread, and stuck with pins and I inspired by
Frida Kahlo artworks. Here we and our traditions are being manipulated like voodoo dolls
from afar. Each figure is different, but there is a sameness too because a byproduct of
consumerism and capitalist society is that almost everything becomes monoculture, all of the
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ideas become one, there is nothing new and everything is repeated. As viewers go through
this passage, they touch the figures, and the wind chimes willingly or not willingly, like we
touch our culture every day with the pre-conscious, conscious, and unconscious mind. The
clay wind chimes do not sound like metal’s intense sound. It is mild when heard one at a
time, as isolated figures, but when all the wind chimes make a sound together, they become
loud.
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CHAPTER 2
EDUCATIONAL CLASS AND ECONOMIC CLASS

As political theorist Mark Fisher writes, an effect of neoliberalism is indefinite
postponement: education as a lifelong process. Rather than a stable, life-long career, life in
the gig economy of today involves one job or project after another. Training persists for as
long as your working life continues, work you take home with you, working from work
(Fisher 22-23). Relations between capitalism and dilemmas in contemporary education
systems are shown in the artwork Education (figure 5).

Figure 5. Education (2020). Stoneware clay.

In Education (2020), inspired by conceptual sculptor Jaume Plensa, the face of the
subject without any specific details to create a general appearance, so anyone can connect
themselves with the figure. The idea is to challenge viewers with the overall concept of life
and our education system, and the premise of that situation, where we know less about living
a meaningful life comparatively than a supposedly successful life. But the irony is we do not
acknowledge something if that goes against our known territory. Our life just cannot be a
preparation for corporate slavery and the rat race. Life is precious and has a lot more
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meaning within the society, family, and personal levels, to become mentally and physically
sound. However, in today’s economy, immersed in the huge shape and sound of technology,
we often forget what we are, or we do not know what we should be, as humans and living a
wonderful life.
The significance of mirrors in my work comes with the idea of reflections and
repetitions. I connect the materials with the idea of how we see one another and at the same
time see ourselves. In World Conversation (Figure 6), five mirrors represent five significant
powers, where five currencies represent the economic relations and conflicts between them.
The mirror shows how far the perspective and changes of conversation reach. And the
reflection of the viewer in the mirror shows how we are participating in this conversation.

Figure 6. World Conversation (2019). Mirrors, currency, wool.

The leaders shown in World Conversation might be politicians or businessmen. The
class struggle becomes flat day by day, there is no other class hierarchy, and the only relation
is power: a debtor with a creditor. As Lazzarato writes, despite democracy’s triumph at the
end of the cold war, just a handful of people (certain functionaries at the IMF, the European
Central Bank, the EU, and a few political), now decide everyone’s lifestyle according to their
interest (Lazzarato 8). In most countries, a slender number of faces have occupied a large part
of the economic side. In the USA, five percent of the population has seventy-five percent of
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the money and resources. In Russia, one percent has seventy-five percent of the money, and
in China, five percent of the population has seventy-five percent of the money. The top one
percent of richest people in the UK own more than twenty times the wealth of the poorest
twenty percent. If those countries’ leaders set a conference, then it is not a conference only. It
should be called the wealth-creator business dealers meeting (Lazzarato 9-10).
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CHAPTER 3
DEBT AND CONTROL

These wealthy people and nations maintain creditor-debtor relationships that create
specific relations and entail specific forms of production and control (Srnicek 157). This is
the subject of Slavery Still Alive (Fgure 7). Debt produces a specific morality in which the
debtor is “free,” but his actions and behaviour are confined to the limits defined by the debt
that person has entered into, an action that keeps the person over which power is exercised
“free.” This power encourages you to act as a way you can honour your debts so that your
sense of honour becomes combined with your economic worth and work (Lazzarato 11-14).

Figure 7. Slavery Still Alive (2020), 3D printed plastic, coins, ceramics.

In Slavery Still Alive, I incorporated 3D printing because technology solves and
reduces human labor, facilitates mass-production, and reforms an idea into a business. The
individuals within the artwork owe a debt to the monster and so are in its power, and their
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increased productivity does not set them free, but only occupies them to make more money
and power for the monster.

Figure 8. The Indebted Human (2021), Charcoal, found object, piggy banks, sponges.

Debt is a form of control at a national level too, as shown in The Indebted Human
(Figure 8). The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund enact strict controls for
countries in debt and often take control of a nation's resources if the debt is not paid on time.
Even though this kind of debt is not individual debt, it is public debt. Every individual in the
country must take responsibility for it, even if it means giving up their rights for natural
resources to The Puppet King (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. The Puppet King (2022). Clay, velvet, cotton, pins.

The Puppet King is based on the idea that a debt economy is not a financial economy,
because it is privatizing money rather than spreading it for public use (Lazzarato 76). At such
times the country’s government has nothing to do with the country’s welfare, and they are
just a puppet. The government and its people no longer work together but are alienated from
each other.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

Economic dominance by the prevailing power structure can be undone and redirected
toward imagining better worlds, moving beyond the defensive struggles between the classes.
Organizational ecosystems can be changed by modifying and redirecting power wherever
possible. Many are still searching for a systemic replacement for power structures and
markets, and face the task of building a new political institution where selfish humanity is no
longer shaped by capitalist impulses. Artists can and should be an active part of this change!
In the post-work world, where technological monopolies are dissolved, external forces
will not compel work. Machines will work for the benefit of humans and work will become
driven by our desire. The work of the post-world will reveal the liberation of desire,
abundance, and freedom (Srnicek 83-84). False freedoms must be identified and corrected
because there are fundamental rights that all humans hold.
Capitalism is a process, and ongoing operation in which there is no stable base (Fisher
12-13). It is a process to make money from your existence, no matter how your mental and
physical well-being is. It has no shape, and it takes shape according to its need to make
money. There are two things that depend on this process of capitalism. One is mental and
another one is physical. We can optimize our physical needs by mechanics. But what about
mental health? The world has enough food to feed all humans but does this world have
enough food for humans’ greediness? This process is mental more than physical, as mental
processes which we cannot solve with previous physiological ethics. We need to think about
it differently. If someone gets all the money from generation by generation, what is wrong
with this poor boy, who is born today and who will be born tomorrow, if his parents or
grandparents are working for this world? Does not he get something from this world as an
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inheritance? If the civilization took and took all the free lands for survival, what else did they
give to the people after taking their free land, free water, free air, and all other humans’ basic
rights? How many basic rights will a child have after being born to survive in this world?
How does someone set limitations on basic needs? An important question rises with this
imbalance, how do you know how much food you need to enjoy a healthy life? The answer
for me, how much balance of oxygen do you need in the environment to be alive? How much
pH level needs to be balanced in water? Is this not scientific? If everything in this ecosystem
(environment, human body, social system, and others) is balanced, why are human rights not
balanced? Why there are no scientific solutions to help all humans to healthier life? How
much food, how much shelter, how much clothes and other human rights do they need for
leading a balanced life.
Without taking care of human individual life needs, we are becoming ready only for
the marketplace. If every ecosystem is scientific, why are human rights not scientific? At
least we can optimize it, then we can work with individual needs. The future generation will
not come here by themselves, we want them, that’s why they will be here. So, it is our duty to
make their life better as much as possible.
The future is undoubtedly risky. The conceptual artist Jenny Holzer said, “You live
the surprise result of the old plan.” Such a future means we must accept the risks of
unintended consequences. Old plans often do not match new sensibilities or new visions.
Before it is too late, we need to take the risk to make all humans more powerful. We need to
break down the current dominance of the economy, the hegemony of the elite.
We cannot overcome this hegemony with an old approach, we need to think
differently. We must use technology to achieve success and we must use art and its nontypical modes of thinking to make a better future. To create a new form of thought and
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reasoning, artists must advocate for change. Artists play an important role in how the future
can unfold. It is up to the artist to imagine the changes.
In the beginning, I started by finding problems or suffering around me and acted as a
commentator or bystander. I now realize art can bring people’s subconscious minds to the
conscious mind, which will help them to find a way to enact change.
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